The work supported by this grant has had two main thrusts. One involved study of the spin, isospin, and multipole content of the continuum of nuclei, a continuation and completion of work done at LAMPF, Satume, and TRIUMF. Most of the work has used (~,~') or (~,~') reaetions, measuring spin observable to infer properties of the target nuclei. Publications resulting from this work have inchded seven refereed articles and letters, five abstracts and conference talks, one of which was invited. The second thrust involved preparatory work for experiments at CEBAF. I was involved in Hall A work and the construction, insttdlation, and initial experiments using the proton focal plane polarimeter. Experiments began in 1997 and no referreed publications have yet been completed; ten abstracts and conference talks have been published.
I was involved in Hall A work and the construction, insttdlation, and initial experiments using the proton focal plane polarimeter. Experiments began in 1997 and no referreed publications have yet been completed; ten abstracts and conference talks have been published.
The most important single accomplishment was the publication of a major review article in Physics Reports. This review, entitled "The Nuclear Spin Response to. Intermediate Energy Protons and Deuterons at Low Momentum Transfer", reviewed work which has been done over the past decade at LAMPF, Satume, and TRIUMF by several overlapping groups, all of which I have been a member. Work on this publication took more than two years and involved major efforts by the eleven authors, L. Bimbot, C. Djalali, C. Glashausser, H. Lenske, W. G. Love, M. Morlet, E. Tomasi-Gustafsson, J. Van de Wiele, J. Wambach, A. Willis, and myself. My main responsibility was to perform all RPA calculations and all DWTA calculations for the (~,~') analysis. This involved considerable computer code development.
I also independently performed IXVIA calculations for the (~,~') analysis as a check of the calculations done at Our main findings were: The isovector response in the nuclear continuum is dominated, at low momentum transfer, by S= 1 transitions. The isoscalar response in the nuclear continuum is dominated, at low momentum transfer, by S-+ transitions. The S=0, T=O continuum response observed in (~,~') scattering is much larger than expected based on established sum rides and is not consistent with (~, F') measurements. Generally our IWA/DWIA calculations describe the spin-flip probability data well for both (~,~') and (~,~') data. Although the shapes of the cross section spectra are well described by our calculations, the magnitudes are not; this is indicative either of contributions from reaction mechanisms other than one-step or of there being much more strength present than RPA sum rules would suggest.~s o presented an invited talk on the this subject at The International Symposium University of Tokyo in November 1997. 
